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Belgium [BdG92]. boundaries [Kny83]. Brussels [BdG92].


Equations
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IMACS [BdG92]. implementation [Kny91a, Kny92b]. incompressible [BK92]. indefinite [KS89]. inequality [BKE94].

International [BdG92, GKM+91, KX95]. iteration [KS93a]. iterations [Kny92b].

Iterative [BK91, BK95, BdG92, Kny92a, BK90, BK92, DK82, DK92, KL83, Kny87a, KS89, KLS90, KS93b, KS94].

Korn [BKE94].


materials [BK91a]. Mathematical [LBA+84]. matrices [BKE94, KS89].

matrix [Kny83]. media [BK92]. mesh [Kny86a, Kny87a]. method [BK90, BK92, DK82, DK92, Kny86b, KS88, KS91, Kny91].

Methods [BK91b, BK95, BdG92, GKM+91, KX95, Kny87b, Mar94, BKK91, BK94, KL83, Kny83, Kny87a, KS89, KLS90, KS93b, KS93a, KS94]. multiprocessor [Kny92b].

norm [KS88]. Numerical [Mar94].

October [KX95]. optimality [KL83]. order [DK82]. orthogonal [BKE94].


quotient [KS93a].


Solving [LBA+84, BK90, BKK91, BK92, KS89].

Some [Kny83, LBA+84, Kny87b]. spaces [BKE94]. spectrum [Kny83]. State [KX95].


symmetric [Kny87a, Kny87b, KS91, KS93b, KS93a, KS94]. Symposium [BdG92, GKM+91]. systems [KS89].


type [BKE94, KS93b, KS94].

University [KX95].
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Variational [KS93a], varying [BKK91, Kny92a], vectors [Kny94], version [Kny92a].

which [BK91b], without [Kny86b].
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